Purpose: To elucidate the incidence of Gd-DTPA enhancement of the optic nerve/sheath complex (ONC) in patients with various ophthalmopathies using fat-suppression MR I.
INTRODUCTION
Fat -suppression MR imaging with a paramagnetic agent is a requisite technique in the evaluation of the 。 ptic nerve/sheath complex (ONC). Incidence of contrast enhancement of the ONC in optic neuritis and optic nerve sheath meningioma is known to be high (1 -3) But in our study , we found out higher incidence of the contrast enhancement of the ONC in other orbital lesions than primary ONC lesion. It could suggest that contrast enhancement of the ONC does not always mean a specific sign for primary ONC pathologies such as a tumor or inflammation. Therefore, we elucidatethe incidence of various disease including optic neuritis and meningioma. 
MATERIALS and METHODS
From April 1992 to May 1994, orbit MRI was performed in 58 consecutive patients (116 sides of orbits). AII MR studies were performed on a 1.5 tesla GE Signa (Milwaukee , Wisconsin) with a quadrature head coil Fat -suppression was accomplished with a frequency selective presaturation p비 se (ChemSat) , which is to excite fat preferently (compared with water) with a narrow -band pulse in the absence of any gradients and dephase its signal with added grad ients , and then immediately continue with the choice of imaging sequence (4) . AII images were obtained with both the pre -and postenhanced T1 weighted images with ChemSat using Gd -DTPA. Twenty -one patients were surgically proven and thirty -seven were diagnosed clinically.
On the assumption that the incidence of the contrast enhancement of the ONC is related w ith proximity of the lesion to the ONC , we evaluated its incidence on the base of orbital compartments. (Fig. 1 a , b) . Out of the cavernous sinus lesions (Fig. 2) , ONC enhancement was frequently seen in dural arteriovenous malformations (2/2) , cavernous sinus thrombosis (2/2) , and Tolosa -Hunt syndrome (2/3). Out of the intraconal lesions excluding ONC (Fig. 3) , ONC enhancement was frequently seen in pseudotumors (6/6) , retrobulbar Iymphomas (1/1) , and orbital cellulitis (1 11).
DISCUSSION
In the evaluation for orbital lesions , fat -suppression MR techniques have been widely used because they can depict improved anatomic detail , decrease chemical shift artifact, and increase gray scale width (4) . Use of a paramagnetic contrast agent in combination with the fat -suppression technique has advanced contrast between pathologic lesions and normal structures. To detect ONC enhancement precisely, we obtained both the pre -and post -enhanced fat -suppression T1 weighted images comparing with other reports (1 , 2) using post -enhanced fat -suppression only.
Hendrix et al. (2) initially reported usefullness of fatsuppression technique using Gd -DTPA in the evaluation of the optic nerve meningioma and Tien et al. (1) applied it to optic neuritis. In addition , we noted enhancement of ONC in other pathologies such as optic nerve contusion , retinoblastoma , dural arteriovenous be detected by our current MR techniques.
There were various orbitallesions showing ONC enhancemen t. Higher rates of ONC enhancement were identified in cavernous sinus lesions and intraconal lesions excluding ONC. It is interesting that cavernous sinus lesions showed a highest rate. We thought it might be caused by not disruption of blood optic nerve barrier (7) , but hyperemic state of the optic nerve sheath In conclusion , contrast enhanced MRI with fat -suppression technique is a powerf비 adjunct in MR evaluation of the optic nerve pathology. ONC enhancement in fat -suppression MRI is not specific for optic nerve lesions. It may be seen in various pathologies including Fig. 3 (5) reported a 19% rate of detection using chemical shift selective sequence without injection of the contrast agen t. Guy et a l. (6) showed a higher rate of optic nerve enhancement in patients with optic neuritis (54%) and radiation induced optic neuritis (100%) on T1 weighted image without fat -suppression technique. We could not find the previous reports about the incidence of optic nerve enhancement using fat suppression technique. Our results showed a rather lower rate (21 %) of ONC enhancement , even though using fat -suppression technique. Several factors might have contributed to our results. First, majority of these patients took oral corticosteroids medication before MR I. Corticosteroids are well known to reduce the permeability of endothelial cells forming blood brain barrier. Second , these patients had too smalllesions to be
